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Teacher Resource Guide: The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
and Other Eric Carle Favorites

Community engagement and education programs at PlayhouseSquare 
are made possible by the generous support of foundations, 
corporations and donors. 

The lessons and activities in this guide are driven by the 
Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts & 
Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical 
Subjects (2010) which help ensure that all students are college 
and career ready in literacy no later than the end of high 
school. The College and Career Readiness (CCR) Standards 
in Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening, and Language 
define general, cross-disciplinary literacy expectations that 
must be met for students to be prepared to enter college and 
workforce training programs ready to succeed. 

21st century skills of creativity, critical thinking and 
collaboration are embedded in process of bringing the page 
to the stage. Seeing live theatre encourages students to read, 
develop critical and creative thinking and to be curious about 
the world around them. 

This Teacher Resource Guide includes background 
information, questions, and activities that can stand alone or 
work as building blocks toward the creation of a complete unit 
of classroom work.

Before the Show
About the Performance
About the Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia
About the Author
Coming the Theater

Pre-Show Activities
  Theatrical Effects in this Production
  Fascinating Facts!
  Cloud Observations

Post-Show Activities
 Read About Chameleons
 Becoming a Butterfly!
 Cloud Gazing
 Critical Response Questions

The following is a partial list of Common Core State 
Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy, History/
Social Studies, Science and Technical Subjects that align 
with the performance, lessons, and activities found in the 
Teacher Resource Guide:

College and Career Readiness (CCR) Anchor Standards 
for Reading
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

College and Career Readiness (CCR) Anchor Standards 
for Language
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

Operations and Algebraic Thinking K.OA
2. Solve addition and subtraction word problems, and add 
and subtract within 10, e.g., by using objects or drawings 
to represent the problem.
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ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar and 
Other Eric Carle Favorites
Based on The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Little Cloud, and The 
Mixed-Up Chameleon by Eric Carle

Back to awe our audiences once again, Mermaid Theatre of 
Nova Scotia draws upon the magic of black light to capture 
the charm of three favorite Eric Carle stories. The triple-
bill begins with The Very Hungry Caterpillar (published 
in 1969). An egg pops open and a little caterpillar works 
his way through the days of the week eating various fruit. 
He builds a cocoon around himself and stays there for two 
weeks, and eventually changes into a majestic butterfly. 

In The Mixed–Up Chameleon, published by Harper 
Collins in 1974, a small chameleon moves across the land, 
changing colors as he travels through his surroundings. The 
chameleon catches and eats a fly and thinks that his life is 
not very exciting. When the chameleon sees a zoo, he is 
excited about all the beautiful animals he sees, and wishes 
he could take on their characteristics. The illustrations show 
the little chameleon as he takes on the body parts of the 
other animals, with ridiculous results, until in the end he 
realizes he just wants to be himself.

Next, high up in a beautiful sky, Little Cloud (Philomel 
Books, 1996) slips away from the rest and transforms itself 
into various shapes of things it sees – a sheep, an airplane, 
a shark and more before joining up with other clouds to 
form a rain cloud.

ABOUT MERMAID THEATRE 
OF NOVA SCOTIA 
Mermaid Theatre was founded in 1972. Their unique 
adaptations of children’s literature have delighted more 
than four million young people on four continents. Mermaid 
regularly crosses North America, and has represented 
Canada in Japan, Mexico, Australia, England, Northern 
Ireland, Holland, Scotland, Wales, Hong Kong, Macau, 
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam, and Ireland. 
Mermaid has earned Export Excellence Awards from both 
Nova Scotia and the Government of Canada in recognition 
for contributions to the Province’s culture and economy. 
The company merited an award for Best Performing 
Group from the Canadian Arts Presenting Association, and 
received the Crystal Tourism Ambassador Award from Nova 
Scotia’s tourism industry leaders. Visit their web site at: 
www.mermaidtheatre.ns.ca.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Eric Carle is acclaimed and beloved as the creator of 
brilliantly illustrated and innovatively designed picture 
books for very young children. His best–known work, The 
Very Hungry Caterpillar, has eaten its way into the hearts of 
literally millions of children all over the world and has been 
translated into more than 50 languages and sold more than 
33 million copies.

Born in Syracuse, New York in 1929, 
Eric Carle moved with his parents to 
Germany when he was six years old; he 
was educated there and graduated from 
the prestigious art school, the Akademie 
der bildenden Kunste in Stuttgart. 
But his dream was always to return 
to America. So, in 1952, with a fine 
portfolio in hand and forty dollars in his 
pocket, he arrived in New York. Soon he 
found a job as a graphic designer in the 
promotion department of the The New 
York Times.

One day, respected educator and author 
Bill Martin Jr. called to ask Carle to 
illustrate a story he had written, Brown 
Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? 
This was the beginning of Eric Carle’s true career. Soon 
Carle was writing his own stories too.

Eric Carle’s’ art is distinctive and instantly recognizable. His 
artwork is created in collage technique, using hand-painted 
papers which he cuts and layers to form bright and cheerful 

images. Many of his books have an added dimension: die- 
cut pages, twinkling lights as in The Very Lonely Firefly, 
even the lifelike sound of a cricket’s song in The Very Quiet 
Cricket.

The themes of his stories are usually drawn from his 
extensive knowledge and love of nature 
– an interest shared by most small 
children. Besides being beautiful and 
entertaining, his books always offer 
the child the opportunity the learn 
something about the world around 
them.

Carle says: “With many of my books 
I attempt to bridge the gap between 
the home and school. To me home 
represents, and should represent 
warmth, security, toys, holding hands, 
being held. School is a strange and 
new place for a child. Will it be a happy 
place? There are new people; a teacher, 
classmates. Will they be friendly? The 
unknown often brings fear with it. In 
my books, I try to counteract this fear, 
to replace it with a positive message. 

I believe that children are naturally creative and eager 
to learn. I want to show them that learning is really both 
fascinating and fun.” 

Excerpted from The Official Eric Carle Web Site:
www.eric-carle.com/home.html
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COMING TO THE THEATER! 
PlayhouseSquare is an exciting venue to see live theater! As 
the country’s largest performing arts center outside of New 
York, the not-for-profit performing arts center utilizes the 
arts to engage individuals and attract more than one million 
guests per year to 1,000+ annual events. PlayhouseSquare 
thus acts as a catalyst for economic growth and vitality 
within the region.

As audience members, you and your students play a vital 
role in the success of the performances. You are part of a 
community that creates the theater experience. For many 
students, this may be their first time viewing a live theater 
production. We encourage teachers to discuss some of the 
differences between watching a television show, attending 
a sporting event or viewing a movie at the cinema. Here are 
a few examples to start the discussion:

   Students are led into the theater and seated by an usher. 

   Appropriate responses such as laughing or applauding 
are appreciated. Pay attention to the artists on stage; 
they will let you know what is appropriate. 

   There is no food, drink or gum permitted in the theater. 
Photography and videotaping of performances is not 
permitted.

   When the houselights dim, the performance is about to 
begin. Please turn your attention toward the stage. 

   After the performance, you will be dismissed by bus 
number. Check around your seat to make sure you have 
all of your personal belongings.

   Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia would like to let teachers 
and parents know that The Very Hungry Caterpillar and 
other Eric Carle Favorites is a non-shushing show! Young 
audience members are free to comment, laugh and 
squeal, as pauses in the storytelling will accommodate 
that purpose.
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PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES

THEATRICAL EFFECTS IN THIS PRODUCTION
The Very Hungry Caterpillar & Other Eric Carle Favorites 
is told entirely through the use of black–light puppetry and 
narration. In all three stories presented in this production, 
a main character goes through a series of physical 
transformations. Puppetry allows the play to illustrate those 
changes in a fascinating way.

Black-light puppetry uses a stage lit with ultraviolet, or 
black, lights. The puppeteers and some of the architecture 
of the stage are covered in black velvet, which cannot be 
seen under the lights. This allows the puppeteers to be 
completely hidden, while the puppets can be any size and 
have a large range of motion. The puppets themselves are 
fluorescent colored, so they are fully visible and able to 
move or float in what sometimes seems to be midair – or 
even disappear. 

The way in which the puppets are manipulated is born 
out of the ancient tradition of Bunraku Puppetry, originally 
developed in Japan. This style of puppetry has multiple 
puppeteers operating one puppet by moving different rods 
attached to its feet, hands and head. Bunraku puppeteers 
dress in black clothing to attempt to blend into the 
background as much as possible. 

Bunraku plays feature traditional Japanese music and tell 
popular stories that the audience often knows beforehand. 
This is similar to The Very Hungry Caterpillar, which is told 
with music and narration from the books themselves.
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PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES

Fascinating Facts

Many children like to read or learn about interesting facts. Use these facts as items for a bulletin board, for a “Fact A Day,” or 
to spark children’s excitement leading up to the school field trip experience at PlayhouseSquare! 

•   A caterpillar cannot see very well 
even though it has 12 tiny eyes on 
its head.

•   Some moths, butterflies and 
caterpillars have huge eye – spots 
on their wings or bodies to scare or 
confuse their enemies.

•   Cicadas and grasshoppers have 
their hearing organs (like ears) 
located on their legs or abdomen.

•   If you filled a bathtub with dirt you 
would find between 500 and 2,000 
insects!

•  Most insects hatch from eggs.

•  Insects are cold–blooded.

•   The number of insects in the world 
is believed to be between six and 
10 million.

•   A caterpillar’s first meal is usually 
its eggshell!

•   Chameleons have five fingers and 
toes….just like us!

•   Chameleons have telephoto vision. 
They can magnify far away things 
so that they can see them better.

•   Chameleons shed their skin when 
their body gets too big for it.

•   Chameleons can move their two 
eyes independently of each other. 
This means they can see two 
different things at once!

•   A Chameleons’ tongue is about 1 ½ 
their body length. This is equivalent 
to a 6-foot person, having a 9-foot 
long tongue!

•   There are about 160 species of 
chameleons. 

•   Chameleons can be 1 inch to 1 foot 
long. 

•   Fog is a big cloud that comes right 
down to the ground.

•   A person who studies clouds and 
is a weather expert is called a 
meteorologist.

•   Some clouds are ten miles high.

•   Clouds have electricity in them – we 
call it lightning! 

•   Clouds are made up of many drops 
of water.

•   Clouds appear white because they 
reflect the suns light.

•   Rain, snow, sleet and hail from 
clouds is called precipitation.

•   It takes somewhere between a few 
minutes and an hour for clouds to 
be created.
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PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES

Cloud Observations

Kindergarten
Earth and Space Science (ESS) 
Topic: Daily and Seasonal Changes
This topic focuses on observing, exploring, describing 
and comparing weather changes, patterns in the sky and 
changing seasons.

Grade 2
Kindergarten
Earth and Space Science (ESS) 
Topic: The Atmosphere
This topic focuses on air and water as they relate to weather 
and weather changes that can be observed and measured.
 
Notebooks, notecards, or clipboards with paper
Pencils
Blue construction paper
Cotton balls
Liquid glue

1. Read the story  to the class.

2.  Give students notebooks, notecards, or clipboards so 
that they can take notes. Go outside and have students 
observe the clouds. Have them draw and write about 
what they see in the sky. 

3.  When you return to the classroom, children will create 
their favorite cloud using cotton balls. They will glue the 
cotton balls on blue construction paper. 

4.  Have them write their name, and the name of their cloud 
on the construction paper with white crayons. 
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MATERIALS:  by Eric Carle

Notebooks, notecards, or clipboards with paper

Pencils

Blue construction paper

Cotton balls

Liquid glue

White crayons

A cloud filled sky
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College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes 
or topics in order to build knowledge or to compare the 
approaches the authors take.

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing
Research to Build and Present Knowledge
7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects 
based on focused questions, demonstrating understanding 
of the subject under investigation.
9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to 
support analysis, reflection, and research.

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Speaking 
and Listening
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas
4. Present information, findings, and supporting evidence 
such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the 
organization, development, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience.

After seeing and reading The Mixed-Up Chameleon, read 
a similar book entitled A Color of his Own by Leo Lionni 
(Alfred Knopf, 1975). Compare the two books: How are 
they the same? (e.g. Both books are about chameleons, 
both chameleons are unhappy, both books describe how 
chameleons change colors). How are they different? (e.g. 
The artists use different art styles. Lionni’s chameleon finds 
a friend. Carle’s chameleon wants to be a different animal, 
etc.).

Show your results in the diagram below:

POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES 

Carle Lionni
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BECOMING A BUTTERFLY! 
Grade 3 
Life Science (LS) 
Topic: Behavior, Growth and Changes This topic explores 
life cycles of organisms and the relationship between the 
natural environment and an organism’s (physical and 
behavioral) traits, which affect its ability to survive and 
reproduce.

Content Elaboration 
Prior Concepts Related to Behavior, Growth and Changes 
PreK-2: Similarities and differences exist among 
individuals of the same kinds of plants and animals. 
Grade 3 Concepts
Organisms are similar to their parents in appearance 
and behavior but still show some variation. Although the 
immature stages of some living things may not resemble 

the parents, once the offspring matures, it will resemble 
the parent. At this grade level, the focus is on establishing, 
through observation, that organisms have a reliable 
mechanism for ensuring that offspring resemble their 
parents. It is not appropriate or necessary to introduce the 
genetic mechanisms involved in heredity, however, care 
should be taken to avoid introducing the misconception that 
the individual organism has a way to select the traits that 
are passed on to the next generation. As part of the study 
of the life cycle of organisms, the physical appearance of 
the adults will be compared to the offspring (e.g., compare 
butterflies to determine if offspring look exactly like the 
parents).

Cut out the small pictures below and glue them in the 
correct order on the large butterfly. 

1 2

3 4
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Copyright © 2012-2013 by Education.com More worksheets at www.education.com/worksheets
Created by:

ENJOY A SUNNY DAY BY LOOKING AT THE CLOUDS! 
YOU’LL NEED: A GRASSY FIELD OR MEADOW, A BLANKET TO LAY ON, 

AND A PARTNER TO CLOUD-GAZE WITH! BE SURE TO BRING A PENCIL 
AND DRAW THE FUNNY SHAPES YOU SEE IN THE CLOUDS.

CIRRUS: HIGH UP, FEATHERY, THIN, WHITE, CURLY SHAPED
CIRROCUMULUS: HIGH UP, SMALL, WISPY, PATCHY, PUFFY, IN ROWS

CIRROSTRATUS: HIGH UP THIN, WISPY, LIKE WHITE SHEETS
CUMULUS: LOW, FLUFFY, WHITE, TYPICAL OF HOT WEATHER

STRATUS: LOW, HORIZONTAL, GREY, WISPY 
NIMBOSTRATUS: LOW, DARK, RAIN CLOUDS

THIS CLOUD IS A 
________._______ 

IT LOOKS LIKE A 
_______________ !

THIS CLOUD IS A 
________._______ 

IT LOOKS LIKE A 
_______________ !

THIS CLOUD IS A 
________._______ 

IT LOOKS LIKE A 
_______________ !
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Students develop their comprehension when they reflect 
upon what they wondered about, noticed and felt. Ignite 
a classroom discussion with the following critical thinking 
questions:
 
1. What do you know about caterpillars?

2. Describe what a caterpillar looks like.
 
3. If you were a caterpillar, what would you look like?

4. Why do you think the caterpillar is so hungry? 
 
5.  What would be your favorite food to eat if you were the 

very hungry caterpillar?
  
6. What did you like about the show?

7. Was there anything you didn’t like?
 
8.  What kind of adventure would Little Cloud have if he were 

in our classroom?

9.  The chameleon gets everything it wants. Does it bring it 
happiness? Why? 

10.  Say three things that make you very happy. What is it 
to be happy? 

Critical Response Questions
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Recommended Reading from Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia:
Stella Queen of the Snow, by Marie Louise Gay, Groundworks Books, 2000

Eric Carle Books:
1, 2, 3 to the Zoo, 1968
Animals Animals, Compiled by Laura Whipple, 1989
Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What Do You See?, 2007
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? Written by Bill Martin Jr, 1967
Do You Want to Be My Friend?, 1971
Eric Carle’s Treasury of Classic Stories for Children, 1988
Have You Seen My Cat?, 1973
I See a Song, 1973
Papa, Please Get the Moon for Me, 1986
Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? Written by Bill Martin Jr, 1991
The Very Busy Spider, 1984
The Very Quiet Cricket, 1990

Other Children’s Books:
26 Letters and 99 Cents by Tana Hoban, Greenwillow Books, 
Backstage with Clawdio by Harriet Berg Schwartz, Scholastic, 1993
Black? White! Day? Night! – A Book of Opposites Laura Vaccaro Seeger, Roaring Brook Press
The Cloud Book by Tomie dePAola, Scholastic, 1975
Freight Train by Donald Crews, Greenwillow Books, publisher
Mr. Gumpy’s Outing by John Burningham, Henry Holt and Company
Planting a Rainbow by Lois Ehlert, HMH Books for Young Readers
Weather Forecasting by Gail Gibbons, Aladdin 1987

Teacher Resource Books:
The Art of Eric Carle by Eric Carle, Philomel, 1996
Child of Wonder: Nurturing Creative & Naturally Curious Children by Ginger Carlson, Common Ground Press
Unplugged Play: No Batteries. No Plugs. Pure Fun. By Bobbi Conner, Workman Publishing Company, publisher 

Links:
http://mermaidtheatre.ca/

http://www.eric-carle.com/home.html

www.naturenet.com

Videos:
The Three Main Clouds – Cirrus, Stratus, Cumulus

Water Cycle Boogie

The Water Cycle Song – Fuenlabrada

RESOURCES

http://www.playhousesquare.org/eduresources
http://mermaidtheatre.ca/
http://www.eric-carle.com/home.html
http://www.naturenet.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32uFVssBs6E&list=PL2bgTBlK2cLQ44AOG_Yad7UHDAJTZ4Su2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL2bgTBlK2cLQ44AOG_Yad7UHDAJTZ4Su2&v=nWgpwldu8QU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrLEHV580Mg&list=PL2bgTBlK2cLQ44AOG_Yad7UHDAJTZ4Su2

